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ON THE COVER
EIGHTY EIGHT POST OFFICE celebrates "1988"
From: "THE PKOGRESS"
Nationwide attention has been focused on a small community
in Barren County because of a tie between its name and a date.
Requests have been coming into the Eighty Eight Post Office
since the beginning of the year for mail postmarked in '88 at
Eight Eight.
The requests for Eighty Eight postmarks began early with
people sending New Year's cards to the Eighty Eight Post Office
to be mailed. There have also been requests for the Eighty Eight
postmark on invitations to a 50th reunion and college graduates.
Eighty Eight is apparently the only town in the United
States by that name. Ihe nation's attention was focused on the
Barren County community last week by a CNN broadcast filmed
at Eighty Eight .
The flurry of activity at the Eighty Eight Post Office is
more than Donnie Bacon has experienced in her 31 years as Post
master. Bacon became Postmaster when the post office moved into
the new store at Eighty Eight. Prior to that, the post office
was located in the house across the street. At one time the
post office was in an older house on that location and still
earl'ie'r in a groc^ry~~sTore "bwfi^ "By^ra^fley L'. N'TTfTnally,"one of
Bacon's ancestors.
In the 1860's, residents of the community, which had no
name at the time, decided they wanted a post office. Finally,
officials in Washington, D. C. agreed to the requests and a name
was needed for the post office.
Bacon's cousin, Bobby Richardson, state representative from
this district, tells a story he heard from his grandfather and
great uncle about how the community and post office got its name.
Nunnally, Richardson's great-great grandfather, operated the
general store and when the site of the post office was planned
for his store, he said he wasn't good with script, but was
better at figures. Planning to give the post office a number
for its name, he reached into his pocket and found 88 cents.
There are other legends about the name, but this is the most
widely circulated and accepted.
One of the first mail routes in this region was between
Glasgow and Burksville, carrying mail to ten post offices. A
high-wheeled stage coach was used; a stage would leave Glasgow
at the same time one left Burksville. The stages would meet at
Beaumont, exchange mail and return to their starting poing. It
took stage drivers all day to run the route. Eighty Eight was
one of the ten post offices served by the stage.
After the post office moved from the general store to a house
across the street, patrons could take their horse or horse and
buggy up to a drive-through window to get their mail. The Eighty
Eight post office was well ahead of its time!
There are currently seventy-four patrons of the Eighty Eight
post office, thirty-two on a mobile route. The other patrons
have either lock boxes or mail slots.
The office is open six days a week, six hours a day. Mail
arrives at the post office from Glasgow between 7:00 and 7:15a.m.
and Bacon had it worked and ready for delivery or pick-up by 8:00.
Mail is picked up at the post office in the afternoon also.
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Travel with us on the 54 miles of aRolling Fair
American Flag designates aplace to stop
There is no fee charged to participate. Participants must
proi/ide ample parking off the Highway. Thank You
(Project # 63) Committee
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OW' i^arren (^ounty^ (^ItamLer o(C.ommerce
"Working Together . . for a Better Community*'




The. Qta4g.ouj~Ba/LA.en. County, Chamber, of. CommeA.ce TouyiJ^^t Committee
announce the pA.eXude acttV'it-ie^ of the '88 Bayi^en County
HL^toJiLcaJ. Homecoming. Include an '88 cetebJiatlon In the
Community of '88, the of 8-8-88 a^ well a^ on 8-8-88.
Festive proceedings Includes a little ffilss and (*\/i '88 contest,
^uly 22, 7:00 p,m, at the 'kefuge Church of Christ,
On the eve of 8-8-88, Sunday, 2:00 p,m, , an '88 School Reunion
Is scheduled along with gospel singing, display of crafts,
antique cars and an '88 parade,
Merrymaking lulll fill the air as In 1800 when %obert Oaugherty
was elected Barren County's first representative to serve In the
Kentucky Legislature. The fresldental election of Harry Truman
and Tkomas Dewey will be muck conversed as tke^ '88 Community
favored no one party more tkan another- 88 votes for Truman,
88 votes for Dewey, (Hlpley's Believe It or not)
%osemary l^c9kerson, Qrocery Store Owner and Donna Sue Bacon,
9ostmlstress,are joined by tke residents of '88 to Invite you
to kelp celebrate wltk tke "Community of 88" on .tke eve of
8-8-88, A cake 8 feet long, 8 Inckes wide and 8'Inckes klgk
along wltk 88 gallons of punck will be served for your enjoyment,
A special Invitation Is extended to tkose wko attended tke 88
sckool and to tkose wko are Celebrating a blrtkday on 8-8-88,
^Released by: (*^rs, Sarak Ann Bowers
Ckalrperson-Qlasgow-Barren County Ckamber of Cmmerce
Tourist Committee
Coordinator-Barren County Historical Homecoming
Address: 958 %ltter filll fioad
(*it. Herman, Ky, ^2157
hO
l502-if27-3^17)
KENTUCKY GOVERNOR PRESim HOPKINS LESLIE
Harlan Cravens, resident of 88 Ccwnmunity in Barren County, Kentucky, and a
descendant of former Kentucky Governor Preston Hopkins Leslie recaptures the
life and political entailment of his great uncle.
Governor Leslie was bom March 2, 1819, the 2nd child of ten children born to
Sarah Hopkins and Vachel Leslie, pioneer settlers in Wayne County, Kentucky.
He was a very kind and well educated, having received his education by hard work
and perserverance. His father having died at an early age, he helped his mother .
support the family.
He studied law under General Rice M^ey and was admitted to the bar November 10,
1840. He was elected Monroe county Attorney in 1842, reelected in 1844 and 1850;
was elected to State Senate in 1852 and 1867. He was appointed to Governor of
Kentucky in February 1871 and reelected as Govemaor of Kentucky in September, 1871.
Preston Leslie married Louisa Black, November 1841 in Monroe County, Kentucky,
by this marriage he had eight children. His wife died of childbirth in 1852
at Gainsboro, Tennessee where she is buried. He then moved his large family to
Glasgow, Kentucky and became President of The Deposit Bank of Glasgow in 1869.
He married his second wife, Mary Maupin Kuk^dall# November 1859, by this
marriage he had three children.
At the end of his term as Governor, he returned to Glasgow and practiced law
until September, 1886, when he was appointed Governor of the Territory of
Montana by President Cleveland on February 8, 1887. On March 1, 1894 he was
appointed United States District Attomery for the State of Montana.
A memorial stone is in the Glasgow Municipal CCTietery for Governor Leslie cind
also one for his wife, Louisa. Three of his sons are buried there.
While living in Glasgow, Governor Leslie's daughter, Valeria married Christopher
Cheek, who was a co-founderof Maxwell House Coffee Company.
The Glasgow home of Preston Leslie is still standing on East Main Street in
Glasgow, as is the red brick house nearby where Christopher Cheek and Valeria lived.
He has several descendants living in Montana and other western states including
a great granddaughter; Betty Jackson, living in Moscow, Idaho.
Mr and Mrs Harlan Graven have four children, Doris Ann Oliver, Glasgow; Jean
Downing, Fountain Run; Carol Cary, Bowling Green; and Harlan, Jr. (Buddy),
Abilene Texas and they are looking forward to joining many of their 88 school
mates and former neighbors and friends at the 88 Comnunity Celebration on the
eve of 8-8-88, Sunday at 2:00 P.M. This is a prelude event of the '88
Barren County Historical Homecoming scheduled for September 30 through
October 9, 1988,
*******************
The above was submitted by Sarah Ann Bowers, Chairperson of The Glasgow-
Barren County Chamber of Comnerce - Tourist Cannittee.
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Af.TIVITIES OF OUR SOCIETY
BARREN COUNTY HISTORICAL HOMECOMING
The "Far Off Broadway Players" a local Little Theater group have selected
"Travelers Just Passing Through" to perform on October 1, 1988 during the
Barren County Historical Homeccming being held October 1 through 8th.
The one act play is a fictional incident in the lives of Jesse and
Frank James , notorious outlaws of the mid 1800's. The author of the play
is IxDretta Murrey, an active member of our Society.
*********************************
Members tending the Society Booth at the Highland Games in early June had
many persons inquiring about our Society. Several of our books were bought
by Genealogists and Historians.
Jsmes M Sumons was in charge of the Booth and was assisted by Loretta Murrey
and Lola Taylor.
*******************************
The 1988 MABEL SHELBY WELLS MEMORIAL AWARDS were made to the Sixth Grade Students
for History Essays at the closing exercises at each of the six schools where
sixth grade Barren County students attend classes.
The Contest is sponsored by the South Central Kentucky Historical and Genealogical
Society and made possible by a bequest from Mabel Shelby Wells.
A total of 118 Essays on Barren Coianty events in history were submitted in the
contest. Three or four judges reviewed the Essays to determine the winners in
each of the schoojls. A total of $325.00 in cash awards were given. Certificates
were also given to the winners.
AUSTIN TRACY SCHOOL - Jenny Spillman " A Public School in Barren County;
Paul Ralston " The History of Indians in Barren County"; Amy Hiser " The School
Life of Mandy Thomas";and Emily Wyatt " School Days in a One Room School".
CAVERNA SCHOOL - Letitia Shirley A Public School before Consolidation and
Integration"
BUNCH SIXTH GRADE CENTER - Jennifer L, Heffner, "Country Life Style"; Rachel Gibson,
"One Room Schools in Barren Coutny" Jamye Furlong, "Caves in Barren County"
Nicole Morrison " A Public School in Barren County"
HISEVILLE SCHOOL - Julie Bragg, "A Public School in Barren County"; Andrea Berry
"Forrest Seminary and Cedar Grove"; Amanda Lee Hogue " Life of a School Girl in
early 1900's"; Kimberly Clark " Public Schools in Barren County".
PARK CITY SCHOOL - Michelle Jones, " A Public School in Barren County"; Scott
Cronister " Education in Eighty Eight".
ISHPLE HiLL SCHOOL - Christopher Houchens " A Public School before Integration and
Consolidation"? Les Wells " A Former Teacher R^ninisces"; Beverly Ann Meek " The
Legend of Tonple Hill"; Mandy Kay Pursely " The History of Temple Hill"
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EARLY HISTORY OF BARREN COUNTY
Compiled by Mrs. Vivian T. Rousseau for the Edmund Rogers
Chapter, Daughters of American Revolution, Glasgow, Ky.
Today, I am taking quite literally the second word in the
subject suggested to me, "The EARLY history of Barren County."
The early history of Barren County, it beckons from a dim,
dim past and how far into it can we probe, now? Shall we
begin with the year 1798, when Barren County became a county?
Or shall we try to go back as far as we have evidence that
white men had claimed and tamed this territory? I think all
of us would appreciate an association with the history dates
that Harrodsburg and Danville toss around with such smug
complacency and so, this afternoon, I would like to pass over
that period of which our past historians have already left
you written records.
I am sure that most of you are as familiar With these writings
as I am, and if not, they make excellent and instructive fire
side reading matter these cold evenings and are available to
all at our local library. I am going to dwell on the fact
that our Kentucky historical archives show evidence in many
instances that this territory which was and is now Barren
County has a pioneer background that is many years older than
Kentucky statehood. To pass over that period is as inconsistant
as Kentucky history passing over Harrodsburg or Boonesboro,
simply because they were settled long before Kenetucky became
a state. And so we were settled, long before Barren became a
county.
And here, I would like to pay tribute to the man who wrote
our first two published historical volumes. The contents of
these books have been invaluable in firing our interest in
the past and in providing clues to that part which would have
been forever lost had they not set them down on paper. Our
first, "TIMES OF LONG AGO" by Franklin Gorin., begins with the
formation of the county in 1798. The second, "STORIES OF
EARLY DAYS" by Cyrus Edwards, goes back as far as 1790, in
settlement date within what became Barren County. Therein,
lies a difference of eight years. But actually, these
volumes are not as contradictory as these conflicting dates
might imply.
First, we must consider the circumstances under which each
volume was written. Recently, I have been attending revival
meetings and one of the subjects with which I was most impressed
concerned the analysis of Biblical writings. I was taught that
before an interpretation of Biblical statements should be
attempted, all circumstances then current should be examined
and weighed. The same rule, I am sure, applies wisely to
history.
My first conception of Barren County history was formed by
Gorin's book, because it was the first source I read. I pic
tured this vast territory as completely uninhabited in early
A3
1798, except by savage Indians and wild beasts and I thought
that its cradle of civilization sprung up around Glasgow and
the Big spring Branch.
later, when Edwards book was published, I was somewhat
baffled. He offered indisputable evidence that many settlers
were in this territory at least eight years before 1798 and
that its cradle of civilization was just beyond Hiseville and
on Blue Spring Creek. Most of us wondered why two men.- so
well versed in local lore, should differ so widely in their
presentation. In order to understand, we must pause• examine
and weigh the circumstances under which these writings were
executed, 90% of our early Kentucky history was handed down
by word of mouth.• either by actual participants or their immediate
forebearers. Even the famous Draper papers on which much of
Collins History of Kentucky is based are largely recorded inter
views with early pioneers regarding their experiences and
their knowledge of the experiences of the generation preceeding
them.
Thus, Gorin wisely chose to limit his historical sketches
to this county after it became a county because he had little
personal knowledge of events before that time. He states
that his father came directly from Virginia into this terri
tory within a few months of 1798* Facts which later made
history were largely handed down by the family hearth at that
time, and not as easily gleaned from many recorded sources,
such as legal records, as they are today- When he states
he was the first white child born in Barren County, he is
correct from the standpoint from which he writes* He was
born in 1798, shortly after the county was created. I do
not think he means to imply that no babies were born in this
territory before that date or that there were no settlers
here before that date. He merely starts with 1798 and goes
on from there .
Edwards, by virtue of his own background^ had a store of
personal historical knowledge that enabled him to dip into
the past, far beyond 1798* His ancestors started to Kentucky
far earlier^ spent years on the road,» were contemporaries
of Daniel Boone^ associates of the Long Hunters* and helped
establish the older settlements before coming into this county
in 1790 ;
The different purposes which prompted the writing of these
volumes should also be considered • Gorin was a newspaper
journalist with many subjects to write about each week • His
writings originally appeared as a series of newspaper articles
in the Glasgow Times with his statement that they were written
strictly from reminiscenses and his apologies for the over
sights and gaps which necessarily must accompany such a pro
cedure •
Edwards was an astute student of history all his life * and
prepared his articles to serve as a recorded history of his-
the northern section of early Barren County .* including that
part which is now in Metcalfe and Hart Counties . He spent
years in preparing them and did much research on legal records
to substantiate the traditions which had been handed down to
him* He was fortunate in living in a day when records were
more accessable. He has done an excellent job of the section
with which he was familiar and the remainder of Barren County
is the everlasting loss in that, during his lifetime, he could
not have compiled a history of all the county, in the same
thorough: painstaking manner.
But fortunately? that section about which he did write was
definitely the earliest part to be widely settled and there -
fore he hands down the foundations on which to build the early
history of Barren County. He says that the oldest land
grants he founds south of Green River, were where Barren County
began originally were in 1782 and 1783, when several patents
were issued around the Big Pond.,along Little Barren River,
and on Big Spring# Rogers^ Beaver and Skaggs Creek and near
Bearwallow. These watercourses and places had all been ex
plored and named when these lands were still in Lincoln County^
Va« However*- he states few of these land holders ventured
beyond the Nolin river settlements in Hardin County,, for a few
years* because of savage Indians who frequented this particular
area (Jillson 1780-81)-
Now»- let us see if we can determine why the territory from
Blue Spring to Little Barren River became the cradle of Barren
County^ rather than Glasgow's Big Spring^ and on toward Big
Barren River, Let us turn back to the map in the first his
tory of Kentucky^ written by John Filson in 1784. As you
all probably know^ The Filson Club in. Louisville/ which houses
our finest Kentucky archives^ founded in 1884 and was so
named because it was the 100th anniversary of the publication
of Filson s First History of Kentucky.
The little map in the book was just about so big and I could
not read it^ even with applying both my bifocals and a magni-
fying glass^ but Ranny Wilson^ one of our gifted young engineers
was kind enough to offer to reproduce it on a much larger
scale, when he happened upon mey peering and groping in distress.
We know that in the beginning, Barren County lay between
Big Barren and Little Barren Rivers and Green River- So it
is easy to isolate it on this map, despite the fact that
then there were only three counties in Kentucky; Lincolnj
Fayette^ and Jefferson
And what do we find on this map that was known in 1784?
Look from Bardstown to Green River, Nothing, an uncharted
wilderness except for the observation that it contained an
abundance of fine cane lands. But here is a known landmark,
Blue Spring. And here is an established trace^ called the
Cumberland, crossing Big Barren River, leading across the
county Sfo Blue Spring^ from which it meanders along the banks
of Green River to almost its source where it crosses and
goes on to Logans Station^ not far from Harrodstown# as
Harrodsburg was then called and on to Lexington. One land
entry in Barren County that mentions this trace in No 201
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that of James Harrod on the Cumberland Trace. Then there is
another trail starting at Logans Station arching in a westerly
direction and joining the old trace at Blue Spring. Together^
these traces form a sort of oval^ indicating there was much
travel between Blue Spring and points further north.
There is no evidence of any old trail leading to the older
settlements of Nolin, but from this map it can be seen that
the settlers could find an easy way in by traveling on flat-
boats along the Ohio and in to Green River, as history records
many of.them didi Most all histories credit our native animals
with being our first road engineers. The paths tl;iey made
thru the wilderness to watering places and salt licks were
later followed by Indians and whites, as they ofter proved to
be the easiest traveled routes and always provided nece.ssary
water sources.
There are many evidences that this trail through Barren
County was used considerably by both Indians and whites. Flint
Knoby the first knob beyond the Herman Stephens place^ has
always been known as a place where Indians gathered their
flint, It still shows traces where flint has been dug from
the sides and broken off. Just beyond the Chestnut Grove
Community^ on what I believe in now the Gene Jackman place^
there is another knob Its peak is flat and at the highest
point there are the remnants of a stone circular house, some
twenty feet in diameter. Early owners of this property
stated as far as they knew, the ruins were there when the
country was first settled and no one ever knew who built it
or for what purpose^ although it was assumed that it was an
bbis^rvation post of some kind,
Gorin mentioned an Indian War Post in this section,- but
gives no details: I stumbled across a reference to this in
an old deed in 1825/ and started tracing it down to its
present owner but lost the trail in a land suit. Prior to
this (1820) the land was owned by Elijah Haiden who sold it
to Henry Crutcher He in turn sold it to Fleming Short and
his son in-law James Arnett. The description said only that
it lay in the Barrens and was patented to the New Athens
Seminary and known as the War Post Lick tracts
The autobiography of Joseph Rogers Underwood, who was brought
to Kentucky as a child by Edmund Rogers in 1803, gives a
clue to a very early station in Barren County - which was about
four miles from Edmonton, He states. "After crossing Green
River, we had no road in traveling thru what was then called
Barrens (The Barrens) the county being destitute of timber^
My uncle Edmund Rogers steered the way thru the prairie until
we reached the wood country near McKinneys Station. Near
his station, McKinney, the proprietor was killed by Indians
and it is believed he was the last white man killed by hostile
Indians in the state of Kentucky '•
In Deed Book I Barren County Court there is a military entry
to Stephen McKinney for 110 acres, on the south fork of Little
Barren River. In 1816 his estate was involved in a suit# From
this suit the following facts^ given under oath, were gleaned
Stephen McKinney was killed in 1792 . His daughter^ Mary Ann
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married William B Neville. They were living in White County^
Tenn,, by 1816 from which place Wm, B« Neville testified
that Stephen McKinney took out 1,000 acres and obligated him
self to settle six families on it^ but was killed before doing
so. His widow Catherine also moved to White Countyj Tenn, but
one son; Charles McKinney was still living in Barren County
in 1816, I have tried to find descendants of this Charles
McKinney, but have never been able to do so, nor is there any
clear trace of him in our courthouse records. No McKinney to
whom I have talked have ever heard of McKinneys Station or
of an ancestor killed by the Indians. In Deed Book ly there
is also an entry to Archibald McKinney, for 400 acres on a branch
of Green River, dated Jan 29th 1780-
All of the McKinney land was probably first entered in Green
County,, which then included that part of Barren County, I
have seen reference to a McKinneys Station in Green County
as early as 1780^ but I have never attempted to prove that
this is the same McKinneys Station that was in what became
Barren County, Anyway, to the McKinneys go credit for bringing
us closer in actual settlement to the exclusive date lines
enjoyed by Harrodsburg^ than any other family so far as I
know, But wc lost track of this tradition somewhere along
the milestones of time^ We preserved many other traditions
of less distinction but lost trace of the deed and even the
name of the victim who was pointed to by a highly reputable
source as being the last white man killed by hostile Indians
in Kentucky, Had it not been for land litigation records, we
probably would have never uncovered these meager facts. How
many more instances of historical interest we have lost^ we
will never know in the full. We have less definite knowledge
of the settlement on the Big Barren River country than we
have of any other section of the county^ Gorin was more
familiar with central Barren and Edwards with North Barren
County, and this section seems to have been without its his
torian. However, from old deeds in that section^ there is
every indication that there were settlements in south Barren
also, much earlier than 1798, William Rouse Jillson's book
"Old Kentucky Land Entries and Deeds" gives a long list of
entries in 1780 and 1781 along the tributaries of Big Barren,
In March 1790 Abraham Chapline sold William Price 600 acres
located one half mile from the main Skaggs Creek, In 1808
William Ward bought on a branch of V7hite Oak.- and it was des
cribed as the place the old Cabin is on that is known as
Prices Cabin. The adjective "old" would indicate that this
cabin was built, surely^ shortly after 1780. It is mentioned
in other deeds as an old landmark.
From a land suit tried in the county in 1823 we have the own
words of Edmund Rogers preserved to give us a remarkable under
standing of the manner in which settlements of this country
began. He says "I have been acquainted with Beaver Creek
since 1785 when it was shown me by Captain Abraham Chapline,
who accompanied the Superintending Officers from the Land'
Office thru this country in the summer of 1784, for the pur
pose of making entries, I made several entries on Beaver
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Creek in 1785 and 1788 made a survey at the mouth of Beaver
Creek for Richard Anderson# It had before been ascertained
that the Superintending Officers had made a mistake and called
Skaggs Creek Big Barren River and as proof of that error,
they did not make an entry of the south side of Skaggs Creekr
from its head to its mouthy They knew that the south side
belonged to the Continental Line, Captain Abraham Chapline
was my pilot of this quarter of the country in 1785.^ When I
was making surveys on entries calling for Big Barren River,
I found the objects marked on trees on Skaggs Creeks The
said Chapline, Andrew McFaddin and myself entered nearly all
of the land which lay between Skaggs Creek and Big Barren River,,
which was entered on military warrants belonging to the state
line. There was no one else in that country when I came here "
It is for such material as this that old court records all
over the state are now being searched by history students to
supplement the state history we already have and to bring
to light more than we ever knew before. In his statement,
Edmund Rogers gives an explanation of the many land title
disputes that troubled the Barren River section in later years.
The Superintending Officers to whom he refers were sent out
by the Virginia Land Office, and by their marks on trees
showed where the Land Office had issued land entries to
actual settlers or holders of military claims, They were
then followed by surveyors who followed the marks on the
trees and made surveys of each land holding.
In yet another court deposition, Edmund Rogers states that he
surveyed vacant lands in 1785 on Big Barren River .• Boyds
Creek and the South Fork of Beaver Creek. Many of these tracts
were entered by Benoni Swearinger for himself and a Dc
Charles Greer, both being Revolutionary soldiers of Sheppards-
town, Virginia It was for this SWEARINGER that Swearingers
Creek was named. Dr; Greer died in Virginia without children,
and his wife married William Bell, who also died, but she came
on to Kentucky and settled on one of these grants. The
brothers, Ambrose and Joshua Barlow came down from Mercer
County and bought lands from her and built homes on them and
became early settlers of the Barren River Country.
The Horse Shoe Bend of Barren River is a well known spot and
it has an old and interesting history linking it with the Father
of Kentucky. Once again, land title suit No~ in the Barren
County Courts reveals this history. On the south side of the
Horse Shoe Bend William Bush and his son James Bush were the
earliest settlers. On the north side, Ben Harrison in 1797
was granted a military warrant for 2,000 acres for service
in Virginia State Line, This joined the 2000 acre survey
of David Shaffer. It appears that Harrison died and either
never lived on the land or it was allowed to be sold for taxes
at the Land Registers sales in 1804, where it was purchased
by Ambrose Barlow, who already owned land nearby SAmuel B.
Coker, Archiles Sneed,- and Jonathan Hewman In 1797 Benjamin
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and Enoch Enloe were there, Ambrose Barlow had a sugar
orchard from which he sold 1000 pounds of sugar in one season.
He also had a salt peter cave which James Mohaney states he
rented from him, paying 30 pounds of salt peter each four
months for rent, In this suit an amusing instance is recorded
concerning pioneer life, Ambrose Barlow credited the land note
Jonathan Newman owned him with $5^00 to get Newmans wife to
teach "My daughter Betsey Barlow to dye blue". Now, this suit
also contained a survey plat of the Horse Shoe Bend drawn in
1797 by Col. Hugh Brown. On it Daniel Boone is listed as a
chain carrier, for the surveyors.
Some time ago, when I first found this plat, I attached little
importance to it, for I thought it could not be the Daniel
Boone since he had gone to Missouri years before. But only
recently the Kentucky Historical Quarterly published an article
in which they painstakingly tracted proof of the return to
Kentucky of Daniel Boone in 1796 and stated that he remained
here at least two years. He was an old and broken man. He
still owned a small tract to land near the site of his first
camp in Kentucky and stayed in a cabin; he had to have his
mail sent in the care of a neighbor, for the mail man to find
him.. After a few months there, the Quarterly states, he
spent almost two years visiting old friends and relatives
along the routes he had once explored That historian lost
trace of him several periods during that two years.
It is quite possible, altho-I have not investigated suffici
ently to prove it, that Daniel Boone had both friends and
relatives on Barren River at that time. I do know that a
family of Boones, including Joseph, Jonathan and John Boone
were settled on Dry Creek, a branch of Big Barren, about that
time. They could have been relatives. I do know that Daniel
Boone was a great friend of the Bush clan who were settled
around Clark County in 1779, and that on the tombstone there
of Capt. William Bush is carved, "Friend and companion of
Daniel Boone." He was one of the axe men who came with
Boone to Kentucky in 1775 to slash out the wilderness trail
to Boonesboro and it was to him that Daniel Boone made the
first 12 land surveys that he made in Kentucky He was not
the William Bush on Barren River, but he wrote a journal on
his later trip onto Kentucky in 1784, in which he stated that
two of the Bush men left the party and came to the new settle
ments across Green River. One of these Bush men has been
identified as the Will T. Bush whom Edwards mentions as having
owned the Platt lands in Barren in 1794. This Will T. Bush
was prominent in the early history of Glasgow, until he moved
to Springfield, 111., in 1833.- where his son-in-law, Stephen
T, Logan became the law partner of Abraham Lincoln. The
other Bush is believed by Bush historians to have been the
William Bush who settled on Barren River.
NOTE; The above was written by Mrs.. Vivian T. Rousseau for
the Edmund Rogers Chapter DAR, in the 1940's and used with her
permission
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WILLIAM S. C. WHITE FAMILY BIBLE
On page following the family record: The New Testament of our
U)rd and Saviour Jesus Christ translated frcm the original Greek,
Hartford - Published by Sumner & Goodwin 1847.
Copied by Frances Young Jones January , 1987
Marriages
Win S C White and Elizabeth Wilson was-i married February 3rd, 1847
W S C White and Jennie Newman were married December 12,1871
Births
William S .C. White was born September 5, 1817
Elizabeth Wilson was born December 14th, 1829
Mary Susan White was born March 16, 1848
John Barrett White was born July 23, 1849
Daniel Price White was born Feby 28th 1851
William Thomas White was bom Feby 28, 1851
James Joel White was born August 11, 1853
Samuel Walker White was born April 10, 1856
Lizzie Irene White was born Oct 4th, 1858
Eddie William i^hite was born January 28th, 1861
Charlie Yancey White was bom Sept 20th, 1863
Jennie L Newman was born 25th of Nov(?) 1801
Mary Ann White was born January 23, 1873
Richard Albert White Mas bo\m Feb 10, 1874
Eugene Henry White was born Oct 20th, 1876
Lawrence Smith White was born Sept 2, 1878
Bessie Bell White was born Oct 2nd, 1880
Barrett White was born June 6th, 1790
Deaths
Mary Susan White, dau of S C White & Elizabeth White departed this
life 2nd day of April, 1852
Daniel Price White departed this life October 15, 1856
Elizabeth White, wife of Sm S C White departed this life on
lOth day of August 1865, 11 o'clock and 30 min P.M.
Mary Annie White daughter of Wm S C White S< Jennie L White departed
this life February 1, 1873
Lawrence Smith White , son of Vftn S C White & Jennie L White, departed
this life January 8th, 1879
William T White , son of WS C & Elizabeth White died Sept 9th, 1880
Bessie Belle, dau of W S C S. Jennie L White, died August 1, 1882
Jennie L. White, wife of WS C White departed this life on the 25th day
of August, 1885, 5 o'clock and 30 min A M
James Joel White, son of W S C White & Elizabeth White, died
Oct 26, 1895 , 4 o'clock p m
WS C White departed this life on the 1st day of September , 1896,
6 o'clock A M
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William S C White Family Bible Record continued —
John Barrett White departed this life 24th day of January, 1926 in
Cave City Church. He was son of W S C White and Elizabeth White
Lizzie Irene White, dau of W S C White and Elizabeth White, departed
this life April 23, 1932
********************
WHITE FAMILY RECORDS
Copied fron pages that appear to have been from a Bible Record. Loose
pages found in family records of Claudia White Young and copied by
her daughter, Frances Young Jones.
Marriages
Daniel White was married to Susanna Fetters December 5th 1781
Daniel White sas bom May 9th, 1757
Susanna White was born June 3rd, 1757
Wm P White was married to Judy Taylor , July 1819
Barret White was married to Susanna Smith April 11, 1815
Daniel White , Jr was married to Eliza Anderson June 18th, 1816
Samuel D White was married to Capandra Philpott July the 10th 1838
Elizabeth A White and James M. Franklin was married March 1st, 1836
Births
Nancy P. White was born September 25, 1782
Samuel White was born May 11, 1784
William IVhite was born June 29th, 1788
Barrett \^ite was born June 6, 1790
Daniel IVhite was bom June 2nd, 1792
Rebekah White was born March 1, 1794
Sophia White was born February 3rd, 1796
John P White was born October 23rd, 1798
Rebecca W Williamson was bom October 28, 1810
Elizabeth A White was born January 17th, 1816
William S C White was bom September 5, 1817
Ann M. White was born July 22nd, 1817
Daniel P White was bom January 12th, 1819 ?
Samuel D White was bom August 18th, 1820
David A White was born February 8th, 1822
Susanah P White was born March 21st, 1823
James B White was born June 25th, 1824
Mary C R White was bom December 25th, 1827
Win B Franklin was born Dec , Sunday evening 1838
Daniel J Franklin was born Novemberthe 27th 1837
DEATHS
Nancy P White departed this life August 12th, 1801
Rebecca Williamson departed this life November 18, 1810
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White Family Records - deaths continued—
William P White departed this life August 31, 1822
Daniel White Sr departed this life March, 1830
Susan White, Sr departed this life March 1832
Susan M White departed this life August 4th, 1834
Elizabeth A Franklin departed this life December 2nd, 1837
Mary Clayton departed this life July 29th, 1817
Susan P White departed this life August v6th,1840
David A White departed this life September 2, 1840
Barret White departed this life Oct 18th, 1858
*********************************
BAIRD FAMILY REGISTER
The HOLY BIBLE containing Old and New Testaments appointed to be read
in Churches. Printed by Royal Authority, London, Collins Clear Type
Press April 7, 1902
Parents Names
Husband - J C Baird born November 14, 1837
Wife = A T Baird was born August 29th, 1840







J, C. Baird married February 12, 1861 t^A T Kinslow
A T Baird born August 29th, 1840, dide Oct 10, 1885
C B Baird was born Oct 3, 1854 and dide March 4, 1887
J C Baird was bom Aug 29, 1877, dide Oct 26, 1883
**********************************
FROM: the Minutes of Old Concord Church, Tracy, Kentucky:
Preston M. Wade and his wife Patternelleyleftot Wade were
received as members of Concord Church, in Barren County,
Kentucky on July 1, 1851.
Patternelleyleftot Wade was excluded from the church
August 1, 1863.
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The following is taken from ....
DESCENDANTS OF VIRGINIA CALVERTS
Compiled by Ella Foy 0'Gorman
(Mrs. Michael Martin 0*Gorman)
1947
1706 Menlo Ave
Los Angeles 6, California
Contributed by James E. Calvert
609 E. Main, Apt. 2
Glasgow, Ky. ^2l4l
Anyone interested in a reprint of this book, please contact
James Calvert, (above address). It is a book of considerable
information on all Calvert lines,
FIRST GENERATION
GEORGE CALVERT, First Lord Baltimore, Bom 1579-80 in or near
Danby Wiske, Yorkshire. Died April,I632 London England.
Buried April 15th St. Dunstan's Church. 1st marriage
Nov 22, 160^, Anne Mynne of Bexley, Hertfordshire.
2nd marriage, after 1622, Joane . . . (mentioned as
"Dame Joane Baltimore" by her husband in a deed dated
1627).
1595 George Calvert entered Trinity College, Oxford as
a commoner
1597 Took degree of B.A.
1604 Married Anne Mynne
1605 Recieved first Master's Degree at Oxford,
Became M.P. for Bosnay, Cornwall and Private
Secretary for Robert Cecil, Earl of Salisbury
and appointed by King James I,Clerk of the Crown
and of Assize in County Claire, Ireland, an office
said to resemble that of Attorney General.
1609 Member of Second Virginia Company, and one of
the Provisional Council for that Glony
1613 Clerk of Privy Council
1617 Sept 29, Knighted by King James I
1618 Secretary of State. Recieved life pension of
L 1000 per year. Obtained a grant of the Province
of Avalon in New Foundland
1619 Made Principal Secretary of State
1621 Aug 8 Anne Mynne Calvert died
1621 King granted manor of 2,300 acres in County Long
Ford, Ireland
1622 Was one of eighteen Commissioners of the New England
C ompany.
1625 Feb 16th Created Irish Peer with title of Baron
Baltimore of Baltimore
1627 2nd wife called "Dame Joane Baltimore"
1629 Lady Baltimore died in Shipwreck off coast of England
1632 April 15 Lord Baltimore was buried in the Chancel
of St. Dunstan's.
Issue of George and Anne (Mynne) Calvert
i. Cecil Calvert bom Aug 8, I605, died Nov. 30, 1675-
Became second Lord Baltimore
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j. Leonard Calvert bom I610/II
2nd son-
SECOND GENERATION
Leonard Calvert Bom 1610-11, died June 9, 16^7, married
Anne Brent about 1632.
After death of his father. Lord Baltimore, Cecil Calvert,
became 2nd Lord Baltimore and appointed Leonard, Maryland's
First Governor. In 1889# the State of Maryland purchased
eastern half of the old state house lot at St. Mary's to
commemorate the spot where civilization and Christianity
were first introduced. A monument, (it's shaft is 36 ft.
high and 6 ft square at the base) bears the following in
scription?
To the memory of
LEONARD CALVERT
FIRST GOVERNOR OF MARYLAND
LEONARD CALVERT
Second son of George Culvert
First Baron of Baltimore
and Anne, his wife
Led the First Colonists to Maryland
Nov 22, 1633 - March 2?, 163^
Founded St. Mary's March 27» 163^
Died June 9, 16^7
By his Wisdom, Justice and Fidelity, he fostered the
infancy of the colony, guided it through great perils,
and dying, left it aert peace
THIRD GENERATION
Issue of Leonard and Anne Brent Calvert
i, William Calvert, bom about 16^3-^ in England, died May
1682, drowned in Wicomico River, Charles Go. MD. Married
before I663 to Elizabeth Stone, daughter of Captain
William Stone.
1663 to 1666 he represented St. Mary's County in the
House of Burgesses
March I673 - Sworn in as Principal Secretary of Maryland.
FOURTH GENERATION
Issue of William and Elizabeth Stone, Calvert
George Calvert - born about 1668, died before 17OO, married
Calvert
FIFTH GENERATION
Issue of George Calvert and ....
George Calvert, bom about 169^, died 1772, Prince William
County, VA. 1st married Constant. . .ar.Qund I7I8, 2nd marriage
Esther Stone about 17^1.
SIXTH GENERATION
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Issue of George and Esther Stone Calvert
Reuben Calvert, bom about 17^1» died Jan I??? in PA, married
Sarah. . . . about I76O
Revolutionary record of Reuben Calvert
Served as Sergeant in Captain John Peyton's Co, 3rd
Virginia Regiment, commanded successively by Colonel
George Weedon and Colonel Thomas Marshall. Served
fifteen days before his death.
SEVENTH GENERATION
Issue of Reuben and Sarah Calvert
Francis Calvert, born about 1759» Prince William County, VA.
Died before 18^5 Allen Co, KY, 1st marriage - daughter of
John Calvert Sr. about I78O. 2nd marriage about 1790 -
Margaret Hambrick.Francis left Abbeville Co, S.C. for KY
about 1815. First settled in Logan County, 184o Census shows
Francis moved to Allen Co.
EIGHTH GENERATION
Issue of Francis and first wife Calvert
John Calvert, bom Jan 5» 1782, died after I650, Allen Co.
1st marriage Jane Russell
Famer and Pioneer, was living in that part of Barren Co
which later became Allen Co., as early as 1810.*
NINTH GENERATION
Issue of John and Jane Russell Calvert
Jesse Calvert, bom about 1822 in KY, died Nov 2, I898.
Holland, Allen Co. Married about 1846 Cecilia Blankenship
of Tennessee.
TENTH GENERATION
Issue Jesse Calvert and Cecilia
William Washington Calvert bom I867. Died .... Married
Ida Hagan
Farmed in Allen County,
ELEVENTH GENERATION
Issue of William Washington and Ida Hagan Calvert
Jesse Bryan Calvert, bom Sept 7# 1897» died 19731 married
Sallie Ray, daughter of Dr. W.B. Ray of Allen Co, 1917«
TV^^ELFra^ GENERATION
Issue of Jesse B^yan and Sallie Ray Calvert
William Jesse Calvert, bom April 11, 1920, died July 1, 197^.
1st married Louise Bishop 1939- 2nd marriage Lola B. Napier,
daughter of Willie Bascom Napier, Schoolteacher and principal
of Scottsville School System.
THIRTEENTH GENERATION
Issue of William Jesse and Lola B. Calvert
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James Eric Calvert, bom April 12, 1953- Married Carolyn
Meadors 1973-
Kathy Ray Calvert, Bom Sept 18, 195^.
Todd Bascom Calvert, bom Feb. 21, 1959
FOURTEENTH GENERATION
Issue James Eric and Carolyn Calvert
Chad Eric Calvert, bom July 4, 197^
Jason Kyle Calvert, bom May 2, I98O
Jesse Benjamin Calvert, bom Sept 2, I982.
ANOTHER REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIER GONE
Contributed by James M, Simmons
Glasgow, KY. ^21^1
Departed this life at his residence at the Merry Oaks,
Barren County, KY., on the 18th of May, I838, David Denton
Sr. aged 8^ years. He served his country as a private soldier
five years and eight months during the Revolutionary war.
He was one of the heroic little band that crossed the Delaware,
in Dec. 1776 with Washington and in the battle of Trenton.
He was again with his beloved commander in the battles of
Princeton, Brandywine, and Germantown; he was with Wayne
at the storming of Stony Point, and was one of the advanced
guard and with the first that entered the Fort. He was at
the siege of York and capture of Comwallis and his army;
and shortly after peace was made he emigrated to the West,
and took part in most of the Indian wars that attended the
first settlers in Kentucky: and in a close fight with an
Indian he was wounded with a tomahawk that rendered him an
invalid for life. He lived and died an honest man, beloved
by all who knew him - professing an unshaken confidence in
his Redeemer, and died in hope of a blessed immortality.
He was buried with the honors of war,
Copied from a clipping found in the Draper Manuscripts.
QUERIES
CRABTPtEE Would like to communicate with anyone having any
information concerning James David Crabtree. b - ? lived
and had a family in Barren Cotinty early and mid 1800*s Jam^
is my ggg grandfather. Any information about family, dates
etc would be appreciated. Robert W. Crabtree Jr., 600 Country
Club Drive, Gadsden, Alabama 35901
CRABTREE Seeking any available information concerning Alexander
Phipps Crabtree, b - iSlil- in Barren County, son of James D,
Crabtree, married in Barren County 31 January 1833 to Eliza
beth Lowe. Seeking any dates, on Alexander or Elizabeth,
any family information. Alexander was my gg grandfather.
Robert W. Crabtree Jr., 600 Country Club Drive, Gadsden, Ala
bama 35901
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EARLY HISTORY OF EASTERN BARREN COUNTY, KENTUCKY
By C. CLAYTON SIMMONS
In 1986, the South Central Kentucky Historical and Genealogical Society
published "Historical Trip through Barren County" by C. Clayton Sinmons. This
book was a compilation of journeys through different sections of Barren County
and originally published in the Glasgow Times, Glasgow, Kentucky during 1940's.
Stories have been located that were not included in the book and since they
contain such a wealth of genealogy and historywe will share with all our mombers
by including in "Traces", starting with Volume 16 No 2 and continued until all
have been published.
FBEEDOM AND POPLAR LOG
The Freedan and Poplar Log vicinity numbered among her pioneer citizens
two prominent preachers of the Baptist faith. They were the Rev. William (Billie)
Flowers and the Rev Flem C Childress.
The old house in which the Rev. Flowers lived is located about one-half
mile south of Legion Hall at Poplar Log. It was originally built of hewn poplar
logs and at a later date weather-boarded. To the traveler, who may by chance
pass that way, th old stone chimneys seem to stand as a sentinel over handiwork
of carpenters who have long since passed to their reward and have been forgotten.
The old home is now owned by Dorris Burgess.
Thie Rev. Flowers married Miss Annie Jones in early manhood. After the death
of his first wife it is believed he married a Miss Arterbum. The following
children were born to the first union: Martha Jane , who married Shelby Bertram;
Augusta, who married William Railey, a veteran of the Civil War; Wood; Julia,
who married Lorenzo Eubank; Eliza Margaret, who married John Norvel; and Luther,
who was bom to the second union; he married Qiristilla Wilbom.
Of the early ministers of the Baptist faith in eastern Barren county no
name is as indelibly written in the minds of the oldercitizens as that of
Flem C. Childress. He was bom in Hanover county, Virginia, September 2, 1815;
came to Kentucky abount 1830-32. Of his parents no records are available,
except letters informing him of the death of his father and mother in Virginia.
His marriage to Nancy Wilson Glover, bom 1820, took place about 1838-40.
After a short time spent in or near Bedford, Indiana, he and family retumed
to Kentucky where he purchased a farm frcmDr Joseph Wooten on which he died
September 2, 1890. The old hone in which he lived is located near the farm of
Mr Walter T. Davis about two miles east of Poplar Log Church.
It is stated his ministry extended over a period of more than forty years.
An able student of the Bible, and an eloquent speaker his services were in
demand by all the early churches. In my search of early church records I
rarely find a book that does not give his name as one of the early pastors.
The following children were bom to Flem C and Nancy Wilson (Glover)
Childress: Susan, who married James Davis; Martha, who married George Scott;
Amands, who married Andy Davis, and Willie G., the only son, who married
Catherine Sherfey, daughter of Joshua and Sarah (Hoss) Sherfey, November 10, 1972.
Willie G left Barren county in 1890 and located in Louisville, Kentucky,
He was an author of much merit. His writings were accepted and published by the
Courier Joumal and a number of magazines. Probably his outstanding book was
"The Building of the Bible" which received wide recognition among readers of this
class of literature.
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Of the many grandchildren of Flem C. Childress, three rentered the
Baptist Ministry. These were W.M.Davis, W.T.Davis, and J.A.Scott.
J.A.Scott, many will recall, has preached at the Glasgow Baptist Church on
a number of occasions. He has now passed to his reward, dying in recent years
in California.
FREEDOM BAPTIST CHURCH
Thie Freedom Missionary Baptist Church was constituted in 1855. The original
church was built of logs, and stood where the present building is located, which
was erected in 1877,
The church records prior to about 1895 were lost in a fire. I am told by older
members of the congregation that the Rev. Flem C Childress, the Rev. Carter,
the Rev. Robert Spillman, the Rev. John Smith Denham and the Rev. William Flowers
were among the pastors there some sixty or seventy years ago.
The following were among the older members of the congregation during the
seventies: Mrs Susan Davis, W.N.Davis, Nancy A Jones, Josie 0 Jones, James
C Davis, John R Lyons, Paten Mizell, Nancy Lyons, Elizabeth Wilbom, Martha Jones,
Eliza Underwood and his wife, Nancy, (the grandparents of Flan C Underwood,
of Glasgow) Stacy Duncan, John R Mizel, John L Wells, James Brown and Susan#
his wife,Thomas Meadow, Susan J. Sabens, Thomas Sabens, Nancy Jones, C^orge Pile,
Jaires W. Sabens, Delphia Branch, Manerva Bullock, Mary J Reynolds, Eliza A.
Appolas, John S. Gilland, and Drusella, his wife, and Geo. T. Mitchell.
Joseph Wooten, son of Simon and Mary Wooten, was bom in Virginia, Novem
ber 9th, 1776. He had a sister, Jane, and a brother, Dudley. The Wootens were of
German extraction, Joseph married Sarah Wilson, daughter of John and Elizabeth
(Hunter) Wilson, Decanber 25th, 1805, in Franklin Cpounty, Virginia, which was
a part of Bedford County until about 1785. This pioneer couple came to Barren
County, Kentucky early in the nineteenth century and located a short distance
south of Skeggs Creek near the present Monroe County line. Through his sl^ewd
business judgement, as evidenced by the many land transactions recorded in the
Barren County Clerk's office, he was able to accumulate a considerable estate,
owning several hundred acres at the above mentioned point.
He erected a two story brick house on his plantation which is still standing
and is now occupied by Mr Geo. H. Crabtree, who owns sane three hundred acres of
the original farm. There is a large basement in theold hcme with a broad fire
place, which was probably used for slave quarters, as he owned many negroes.
Tl-e date this house was erected has been lost sight of, but it is reasonable to
assiane it is considerably overa hundred years old.
The old family graveyard is located a short distance south of the old hone,
in which many of the family are buried. The stone at Joseph's grave gives the date
of his death as July I0th,1842. The stone at the grave of his wife bears the
following inscription: "Sacred to the memory of Sarah, wife of Joseph Wooten,
and daughter of John and Elizabeth Wilson bom December 13, 1790, died April 12,
1857. When visiting this burial place it was noted that Joseph Wooten erected
stones, with suitable inscriptions, at the graves of his slaves. This was a
ccfimendable act and one that was seldom followed by slave owners.
The following children were bom to Joseph and Sarah Wooten: Anderson,
bom December 14,1808; died April 19th, 1865, married Harriott Gillock. Anderson
spent the latter years of his life in Glasgow. He was the great, grandfather of
F.J.Boies, and the grandfather of J.T.Wooten, Jr. Abner, was bom November 4th,
1810, died i^ril 26th,1828; William Huff Wooten married Sally Depp, daughter
of William Depp, in 1829; Sylvanus Bagby Wooten married Harriet Hodgen;
Dr. Joseph Wilson Wooten married Ann Brawner; Mary S/. married Spencer Dunn;
Sally married Thcmas Evans; Martha married Albert Bagby; Dr Thomas Dudley
Wooten married Henrietta Gcodall; Katherine married Dr Hewlett Wilson;
Elizabeth, bom DecGsrlber 13, 1812, died February 26th, 1835, married James T.
Fallis; Peter Guerin Wooten married Mary Elizabeth Leanon.
I am indebted to Mrs Hattie (Wooten) Roberds of Oxford, Mississippi, for much
of the foregoing information concerning the Wooten family. She is the wife of
judge W G Roberds of the Supreme Court of Mississippi.
To state the Bullock family of Barren County can lay claim to a great ancestral
heritage would be expressing it conservatively. They number among their fore-
bearers the Hendersons, Clarks, Rices, and Bullocks of Virginia and Kentucky.
Miss Estella Bullock of Freedom, Kentucky has furnished me with much data relative
to the early history of these families but to publish it in its entirety would
be too voluminous for an article of this kind.
We will select as our subject, Edward Bullock, bom June 6th,1768 in Louisa
County, Virginia. He was son of John Bullock, who married Anne Rice in Louisa
County, Virginia, in 1755. John was one of those fearless patriots who served on the
Committee of Safety for Louisa County during the Revolution, and consequently all of
his descendants are eligible to affiliate with either the Sons of the American
Revolution or the Daughters of the American Revolution. Edward Bullock married
Hannah Clark, probably in Culpepper County, Virginia, as two of his sons, Edward
Isaac and John Waller, were bom there in 1808 and 1807, respectively. Hannah
Clark was the daughter of Capt. Robert Clark, bom 1735, who married Susannah
Henderson in Albemarle County, Virginia, 1760-61.
It is probably unknown but by few people that all that was mortal of a sister
of one of Kentucky's early Goremors lies in an unmarked grave in the old Wheelock
graveyard on the farm of David B. Smith, a short distance south of Skeggs Creek
and some two or three hundred yards east of th Tcxnpkinsville highway. Thiis person
was Hannah Clark, referred to above, sister of James Clark who was Governor of
Kentucky in 1836. The descendants of Edward and Hannah are quite positive that their
graves were originally walled with stone and capped with a large slab bearing
suitable inscriptions. Due to the fact that this property has changed hands
many times during the some hundred years since their deaths, the dates these stones
were removed is unknown.
Edward Bullock was an early settler in Mercer County, Kentucky and the
foimder of Perryville. He was living there as early as 1815. He moved to Green
County later weher he lived a few years. In 1827 a large tract of land south of
Skeggs Creek was conveyed to Edward and Hannah and their children by David Bullock,
a brother of Edward, on which they located and built their home just east of the
Tompkinsville road near the old Wheelock graveyard. The brother, David was then
living in Richmond, Virginia,
Among the more prominent members of the Bullock family who were related to
Edward were Lewis, a brother, member of the legislature from Mason County Kentucky;
Rice, a brother, member of the Virginia Constitutional Convention that ratified
the U.S.Constitution. He represented "Kentucky County"; James M Bullock, a cousin.
Secretary of State under Governor James Clark; Samuel R Bullock, a cousin, law
partner of John C. Breckinridge; Wingfield Bullock, a cousin, elected to Congress
in 1820, died October 1821; Rev Joseph James Bullock, first cousin. Superintendent
of Public Instruction of Kentucky —Chaplain of U S Senate; Waller, a first
cousin married Maria Todd, an aunt of Mrs Abraham Lincoln." Aunt Maria" as she
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was referred to by Lincoln in a letter copied In "Lincoln and his Wife's
Hone Town" . Aunt Maria reared Mrs Lincoln.
The following children were bom to Edward and Hanna (Clark) Bullock:
Fannie Paulina, who married TTiomas Hargrove, September 28th, 1815; Hannah
Rebecca, who married Joseph A Moss, 1835; Cathrine R. ^o married John W Bell, 1832;
John Waller, who married Minerva Glover, 1833; Edward Isaac, who married a widow
(name unknown); Robert, never married; Louise, who married a Mr Crockett, a
relative of David Crockett; Harriett, married a Biggers; Judith, married
Thcmas Moss and Mary W, who married a Mr Rhea. There were probably other
children.
John Waller Bullock was a prominent school teacher in Barren County prior
to and for many years after the establishment of free schools. Two of his sons,
William Allen and Robert L., enlisted in the Union Army at the beginning of
the Civil War. Robert L. was Lieutenant of Co. F. of the 21st Ky. Inf. Lieut.
Bullock died as a result of exposure brought abount while assisting one cfthe men
in his ccxnpany cross a stream. Lieut. Bullock was mounted and the soldier,
who was walking who was ill. When they approached the stream the foott. soldier
hesitated and the Lieutenant offered his mount to the sick soldier, wading
the stream himself. The Lieutenant was recovering fran measles and took a
relapse from which he never recovered.
****** •ieic-k-k-it'k-^-k'k-k-k'fi'ig-k'k'k-it-icic
Eighty Eight (cont'd from inside front cover)
McPherson is helping plan a celebration for the community of
approximately 200 on Sunday, August 7, 1988. The estimated pop
ulation includes the families of all post office patrons. The
town itself consists of Eighty Eight Market, Taylor Tire, Beech
Grove Baptist Church, Refuge Church of Christ and a dozen or so
houses.
Preliminary plans for the *88 celebration include a parade
and games for children. Refresehments will consist of an 8 foot
by 8 inch cake and 88 gallons of punch.
The celebration in Eighty Eight will serve as a kick-off
gathering for Homecoming '88, an event sponsored by the Glasgow-
Barren County Chamber of Commerce, encouraging homecomings all
across the county, September 30-0ctober 8.
The picture on the cover is of the 88 Post Office. One of
the first post offices in the Eighty Eight community was in the
T. L. Richardson Store at 88 (as it was then written). As seen
in the old photograph, Richardson advertised his store as a cheap,
cash store. The store was not in the same location as the pre
sent Eighty Eight Market; it had signs posted with mileage to
Glasgow, 10 miles, and Summer Shade, 5 miles. According to
stories told to the Richardson descendants, buckets were hung
at the left side of the building for people to pick up their mail.
Pictured from left to right are Elbert Huffman, Betty Huffman
with Candor Huffman in her arms, Haden Huffman, Elvie Huffman,
Hubert Huffman, Tom Richardson, Aunt Dollie Richardson Branstetter,
Grandma Richardson, Lula Richardson, Lettie Richardson, Adolphus
Poore with Roy Poore in his arms, Tishie Poore, and Bob Richardson.
Identities of those on the roof were unavailable,
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A LETTER TO M.S.REYNOLDS
The following is a printed copy in some newspaper of many years ago, no
date or newspaper is mention in the clipping found in an old scrapbook.
"We publish the following letter from Mr A.J.Harbison, familiarly known as
"Blossom", to Mr. M. S. Reynolds, of this place. Among our old citizens
there is probably not one who will fail to be stirred by some memory of the
past in reading this conmunication. Mr Harbison left this place sane thirty
or forty years ago. He is a brother of Mr George Harbison of this place:
My dear friend M. S. Reynolds:
Neosho, Mo. Feb 28th.
Your interesting and exceedingly kind letter of the 7th inst. , like a familiar
voice frcm the tomb of ages, was duly received and its contents carefully
considered. It awakened within memory's casket reminiscenses of my youthful
and childhood days, and created melancholy recollections of things and beings
that were, but will never be any more. You reming me of Willie and Jiimiie, and their
premature deaths— two boys whcm I loved so long, so truly and so well; and with
whqui I spent some of the happiest moments of my life. Thie elder was of a sad
and melancholy turn of mind, whilst the other was as bright as a comet, and as
quick in thought as the flickering light thrown fron a twinkling star.
There is a little coincidence in our lives, your letter reminds roe of. You came
to Glasgow in 1829; so did I — though it is unsettled which of us came first.
I came ther unconscious of my coming, but you know full well which road you came
in on. Still another piece of our history may produce another pleasant recurrence
to your mind. When I was seven or eight years old, I was at the old carding
machine when you were treading the big inclined wheel with three old blind horses,
and you asked me if I wanted to work for seme money/ I told you I would like to, and
you said, "Well get me a gallon of red hawthorns and I will give you 'four-penny bit."
I went home and got a basket and procured the thorns, and brought them to you,
you paid me two pieces of cut-money, being ^ each of a dollar, cut in four parts.
That was the first trade I ever made for mponey. I took the money and went up
to De Wilson's store and bought a ginger-cake and a big mackerel and returned
to John Frank's bridge, near the old Hough tanyard and brick blacksmith ship,
where I and Crenshaw's Scott, the double-head negro boy, sit down and devoured our
fish and cake and drank the branch dry, and went hone like two bloated frogs.
Pete Miller who stole Bob Murrell's horse Paddy, was present and took sane of the
fish by force.
I dont believe you ever got mad at m& but once, and that was when I threw and
struck your dog Sanco Ponza, about 38 years ago. You will remember he had ears
like a kangaroo. While I am on the dog question, I will ask you who it was
assassinated Kilgore's dog in his garden, and Ed Evans' in his garden. These
two stirring events, I presume, are still as deeply involved in mysterious
obscurity and uncertainty as the man who struck Billy Patterson.
It seems to me that I can still hear old Fowler's hominy pessel pegging away
in the mortar, friven by his boy Davy, and the horse mill noise yet lingers in
my ear. AB Tanyard and his raw-hide voice over the dressing stone is lingering
with me yet. I would enjoy much to be with you and recount the past history
of Glasgow, and I feel now that it will not be long when I will stand before you
the same identical Blosson, enlarged and spread out and a little riper.
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A Letter to M. S. Reynolds, continued—
I feel young and vigorous and never tire in my professions! duties. I have
just concluded our Circuit Courts here and at Pineville, where I had as much
as I could do. I am the oldest lawyer in this part of the country, and have
met with all the success that a modest ambition could desire. I don't co-mingle
in politics. I wouldn't contaminate my good name with associations that
political life would sully.
Your tender allusions to the old classic hill that knew me first melted me to
tears when I wandered back to the scenes of my earliest recollections, and
remembering that thereiived on its brow and sides four families, to-wit:
>fc:Ferran, Munford, Crenshaw and Harbison, with large groups of children
thronging each hearthstone, happy, contented and hopeful; but when I go
back and look for those happy objects, time will tell me that he haswith his
unerring hand, swept that hill of nearly all its sources of attraction to me.
But my Mother is still lingering near the family graves, having stoodlike a
guardian angel watching the events of sixty long years. If I am spared till
summer, I shall visit you all and hear and see the few fossils that remain of
a once happy and striking neighborhood.
We are well and have all the comforts of life that we deserve, and more, too.
Remember me tenderly to the few who still linger on the verge of old
acquaintance. As, ever, till life shall end.
A. J. Harbison
***********************************
A Newspaper clipping in the same scrap book
Hon. Harry C. Gorin. and his photograph
Hon. Harry C. Gorin, Representative of the County of Barren, was born in Glasgow,
Ky., December 27, 1854. He is son of the late Hod-Frank Gorin, one of the leading
lawyers of Kentucky, in his day, and once the law partner of John Bell, of "Tennessee,
He was educated in the east and at the University of Nashville, under the
Chancellorship of Gen. E Kirby Smith. He studied law in Chicago with the well-known
firm of Cooper, Garnett & Packard, and afterwards in the law office of
HOn. Robert Lincoln, Secretary of War, the firm name being Isham & Lincoln.
He was admitted to the Bar in 1875, and began practice of law in Glasgow in 1877,
where he has since engaged in active labors at the bar. He served four years as
City Attorney of Glasgow and was serving a term as City Judge, when nominated
for the Legislature. His race for the latter office was a warm one, and he won
the nanination, in convention, over two popular Democratic opponents and then
defeated a Republican opponent by a majority of over six hundred. Judge Gorin
has always taken a praninent part in politics, and ranks high among the leading
young Democrats of his district. He is a good lawyer , a ready speaker and stands
high in the estimation of his legislative associates. He is Chairman of the
Ccmmittee on Printing , and a mGanber of the Committee of Circuit Courts, and the
Carmittee on General Statutes. On each of these he has done efficient service •
and honestly won the credit for being one of the working members of the Legislature,
In 1885 Judge Gorin bought an interest in the Glasgow Times, and assumed editorial
charge. He is a forcible and polished writer, and will prove a strong recruit
in the journalistic ranks of Kentucky .— Frankfort Capital.
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1st line= white males over 21
2nd line= black males over 16
3rd lines= total blacks
ANDERSOJ, JOHN(Esqr) 1 0 0
ANDERSON, JOHN G. 1 0 0
ANDERSON, JOHN H. 1 0 0
ANDERSON, JOSEPH 1 0 0
ANDERSON, NATHAN 1 0 0
ANDERSON, SAMUEL 1 0 0
ANDERSCW, WILLIAM 1 0 0
ANDERSCaJ, WIT.T.TAM 1 0 0
ANDERSON, WILLIAM 1 0 5
ASH, ANDREW 1 0 0
AUSTIN, CHARLES 1 2 2
AUSTIN, JOHN 1 0 0
AUTREy, JOHN 1 0 0
BAILEY, BENJA>a3^ 1 0 0
BAILEY, CAT,T.AM 1 4 9
BAILEY, CALLAl'I H. 1 0 0
BAIT.EY", CLADEUS 1 0 0
BAILEY, JOHN 1 0 0
BAIIBT, JOHN 1 0 0
BAILEY, JOHN G. 1 2 4
BAIT.FT, PETER 1 0 0
BAIT.FT, RICHARD 1 0 0
BAKER, JCBN H, 1 2 2
BALDWIN,. ISAAC 1 0 0
BALL, JOHN 1 0 0
BARBER, EDWARD 1 0 0
BARLQv, AMBROSE 1 1 2
BARLCW, JOSHUA 1 2 2
BARNETT,, WILLIAM 1 0 0
BARTIOTT, SOLCKON 1 0 0






























































































































































































































































BULUNGTON, WILLIAK 1 0 0 BTBSBy SHBIOD Sr. 1 0 0
BUNCH,, JOHN 1 2 7 BIRAM, JCfflN 1 0 0
BURCHAM, ELIZABETH 0 0 0 BTRAM, UWIS 1 0 0
BURDWELL, JAMES 1 0 1 CAMT6XLL, ABRAHAM 1 2 4
BURKS,, JOHN 12 7 CAMPBELL, JAMES 1 0 0
BURKS,, JOHN Jr. 1 0 3 CAMFBELL, MOSES 1 0 0
BURWrn, JAKES 1 2 2 CANN, WILUAM 1 1 1
BUSH, GECRCSE 1 6 9 CARPENTER, ANDREW t 0 0
BUSH, ISAAC 1 1 1 CARPENTER, SAMUEL 1 5 7
BUSH, JOHN 1 0 0 CARR, NATHANIEL 1 0 0
BUSH, WILLIAM 1 1 1 CARSON, WADE 1 0 0
BUSH, VaT.T.TAM T. 1 0 1 CARTER, DANIEL 1 5 12
BUSHOIG, GECRGE 1 0 0 CARTER, G£CRG£ 1 0 0
BUSHCNG, HENRI 1 1 2 CARTER, HENRI 1 7 11
BUSHCMG, JACCB 1 1 1 CARTER, JAMES 1 0 0
BUSTER, BENJAMIN 1 1 1 CARTER, WILLIAM 1 0 0
BUTLKR, JOHN 1 0 0 CARVAN, EDWARD 1 0 0
BUTLER, JOHN Jr. 1 0 0 CARVER, COTNEUUS 1 0 0
BUTRAM, JOHN 1 0 0 CARVER, JOHN 1 0 0
BUTT(M, ELIAS 1 0 0 CASTEEL, JOHN 1 0 0
BUTTON, FREDERICK 1 0 0 CAUSir, ROBERT 1 0 0
BUTTOJ, JACCB 1 0 0 CAUSEI, THOMAS 0 0 0
BUTTON, JOHN 1 0 0 CAUSEY, THCMAS Jr. 1 0 0
BUTTCN, JOHN 1 0 0 CHAMBERLIN, WILUAM 1 0 2
BUTTCaJ , ZACHAUS 1 0 0 CHAMBERLIN, lOUNG 1 0 0
BYARS, jcm 1 0 0 CHAMBERS, EDWARD 1 0 0
BTBEE, JOHN 1 0 0 CHAMBERS, JOSHUA 1 0 0
BYBEE, JOHN Jun* 1 0 0 CHANCE, WIT.T.TAM 1 0 0
BYBEK, JOSEPH 1 0 0 CHAPMAN, JAMES 2 0 0
BTBEE, TKK 1 0 0 CHAPMAN, NEAL 1 0 0
BYBSE, NEAL M. 1 0 0 CHAPMAN, WIT.T.TAM 1 0 0
BYBEE, SHEKOD Jr. 1 0 0 66 CHASTAIN, JOHN 2 1 1
CHXSM^ GECltGS 1 0 0 COCHRAN, WIUJAM 1 0 0
CHISM, JACCB 1 1 2 COCKRILL, AND^CM 1 0 0
CHISM, JAMES 1 0 0 COCKRILL, WILLIAM 1 0 0
CHISM, jcm 1 0 0 COCKRUi-:, DAVID 1 0 0
CHISM, JOHN 2 0 0 COCKRUM, PHILLIP
CHISK, WILUAM 1 0 0 COCKRUM, ;aT,T.TAM 1 0 0
CUCK, JOHN 1 2 7 COIBERT, JOHN 1 0 0
CUCK, SUSANNA 0 0 0 COIBERT, SAMUEL 1 0 0
CLARK, BENJAMIN 1 4 6 COIBY, 1 0 0
CLARK, BEKJAJCIN W, 1 3 5 COLE, RICHARD 1 0 0
CLARK, EVERARD 1 0 0 COLE, STEPHEN 1 0 0
CLARK, GECEGE 1 0 0 COT.mN, FIi!;LD 1 0 0
CLARK, JACOB 1 0 0 coimMi, caaEF 2 0 0
CLARK, JACCB Jr. 1 0 0 COLEMAN, JOSEPH 1 0 0
CLARK, JOHN 1 0 0 COT.KMAN, PHILIP 1 0 0
CLARK, JCKATHAN 1 5 15 C0L3MAN, THCKAS 1 0 0
CLARK, JOSEPH 1 0 0 COLUNS, ADAi^i 1 0 0
CLARK, REUBIN 1 0 0 COT.T.TNS, JOHN 1 0 0
CLARK, RICHARD 1 0 0 COTJ.TNS, JOHN 1 0 0
CLARK, V/ILLIAI-; 1 0 0 CONAWAY, THOIAS 1 0 0
CLARK, WIT.T.TAl'l 1 0 0 CONDRA, JAMES 1 0 0
CLASBY, JOHN 1 0 0 CONDRA, JOHN 1 0 0
CLASBY, VJTJ.TAM 1 0 0 CCWDRA, RICHARD 1 0 0
CUYTON, AUSTIN 1 0 0 CC»1DRA, WITITAM 1 0 0
CLAITON, JAMES 1 1 2 COJGO, JOSIAH 1 0 0
CUYTON, WIT.T.TAM 1 0 0 CONNELLY, ENOCH 1 0 0
CLEAMANS, JAMES 1 0 0 CONNELU, ISAAC 1 0 0
CT.KNDENNEN, ISAAC 1 1 1 CONNET.TY, JAMES 1 0 0
COATS, GEOR® 1 1 1 CONNELLY, JOHN 1 0 0
COATS, THOIAS 1 0 0 CONNELLY, JOSEPH 1 0 0
COCHRAN, ANDREWS 1 3 5 CONNELLY, WIT.T.TAM 1 0 0
COCHRAN, REUBEN 1 2 8 CONYERS,
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e continued next issu<
WILL OF SAMUEL MARTIN
Contributed "by Edna H. Rexroad
RR 1, Box 68
Bement, IL 6I8I3
Barren County, Kentucky
Will Book 3, page 306
I Samuel Martin do this day assign the following instrument
of writing after all my debts are paid the remainder of my
property is to be left with my wife Sousan and my son Nathan
Martin. Said Nathan Martin is to have and to hold the full
possession of the remainder of my possessions so long as he
supports and takes care of my wife Sousan Martin and children
be it understood that when my son Nathan Martin leaves the
above possessions it is all to fall unto the hands of my
wife SQusan Martin. I leave my son Nathan Martin and my wife
Sousan Martin my executor and executrix. The above is my






Barren County Court July Term 18^9
The foregoing writing purporting to be the last will of
Samuel Martin, dec'd was produced in court last May term
and Partially proven by the oath of J.G. Thompson and at this
term was fully proven by the oath of Lawrence Gillock both
witnesses thereto whereupon the same was ordered to be re
corded as the true last will of said Samuel Martin, dec'd,
Teste
Thos J. Helm, C.B.C.Ct.
SAMUEL MARTIN, my 2nd Great Grandfather, married Susan
Francis, March 18, I817. She was a daughter of Malachi
and Mary Francis and was bom in North Carolina.
Their daughter Elizabeth married Uriah Cook and were my
great grandparents.
WILL OF WILLIAM MARTIN
Will Book 3, page k55
Barren Co., Kentucky
Contributed by Edna H. Rexroad
RR 1, Box 68
Bement, IL 618I3
In the name of God, Amen, I, William-Martin of the County
of Barren and State of Kentucky being sound in mind and memory
do make this my last will and testament.
First. I leave my soul to God and my body to the earth from
whence it came. After paying all my just debts I will my
property in the following manner to wit
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To my daughter Peggy and the heirs of her "body, I will and
bequeath my negro girl Betsy and her increase also one bed
stead and one cupboard.
To my son Isaac the tract of land on which I now live con
taining about 100 acres more or less, also one bed and the
farming tools that are on this place.
To my son Nathan I will $200.00 in cash. The balance of
my negros and all other property that I own at my death
(except Jenny who I wish set free). I wish sold at 12 months
credit and the proceeds divided equally between the heirs of
Edward Martin andSamuel Martin, Isaac Martin, Nathan Martin,
and Peggy Chambers. It is further willed that my son Isaac
Martin and Thomas N. Mosby act as executors of this my last
will and testament given under my hand this 7th of November
1851. Signed in the presence of
Felix Settle
O.F.Mosby
Barren Coxinty Court January term I856. The foregoing writing
purporting to be the last will and testament of William
Martin, dec'd was produced in court & proven in due form of
law by the oath of Felix Settle and O.F.Mosby subscribing
witnesses thereto whereupon the same are ordered to be re
corded as the true last will and testament of the said William
Martin, Dec'd.
Travis Cockerill, C.B.C.C.
WILLIAM MARTIN was my 3rd great Grandfather. He was born*
in Virginia, just where is unknown, also his whereabouts
until he came to Barren Co early in 19th century. No
where is there a wife's name, although there was one.
I think she died around I819 or 1820, when Isaac was bom
She was at the end of her childbearing years by then.
There were several sons and one daughter, Margaret
(Peggy) married Silas Chambers in lo40.
s/ William (x) Martin
William died in 1855- He was bout 8? years old.
married Rhoda Cook after his father's death.
CARPENTER FAMILY RECORD
Isaac
Contributed by Rick Calvert
Glasgow, KY
Samuel E. Carpenter was bom in Rutherford Co, North Carolina.
February 9th, 1795-
Sarah Downing was born in Charles Co, Maryland. November l^th
1791.
Samuel E, Carpenter and Sarah Downing were married June 2nd,
181^.
Births of their children
Joseph Downing Carpenter was bom July 8th I8I5.
Ann Hull Carpenter was born April 7th I8I7.
Benjamin Carpenter was bom Nov. 3rd 1818.
Elizabeth Carpenter was bom Sept. l4th 1820.
Continued . . •
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CARPENTER FAMILY RECORD CONTINUED
Samuel Carpenter was "bom April 15th 1822,
James Carpenter was "bom March 7th 182^.
Sarah Carpenter was "bom Aug. l4th 1826.
Catharine Rachel Carpenter was born Nov loth 1828.
An Infant daughter not named was bom Jun 8th, 1832.
Mary Frances Carpenter was born April 6th 183^.
Margaret Martha Carpenter was bom July 9th, 1836.
WATERS FAMILY RECORD
Contributed by Perry A. Brantley
Glasgow, KY.
DEATHS
Mary H. Waters the sister of J.B.Waters departed this life
the 10th of September in the year of our Lord 1823 and
in the 35 year of hir age.
Elizabeth Waters the mother of J. B. Waters departed this
life the 9 of October in the year of our Lord 1824
and in the 68 year of her age.
Philemon Waters the father of J.B. Waters departed this life
the 30 of May in the year of our Lord I829 and in the
79 year of his age.
Mary Waters {the wife of P. B. Waters) departed this life the
23rd of January in the year of our Lord 1858 and in the
68 year of her age,
P.B. Waters departed this life the 22 of Oct in the year of
of our Lord 1866 and in the 82 year of his age.
Addie Waters departed this life the 10 of June in the year
1895 of year Lord and in the 14 year of her life.
John Harding Waters departed this life the I9 of Dec. in
the year of our Lord I901 and in the 70 year of his life
QUERIES
tIARTIN I am a descendent of this Martin family. Anyone having
information on Elizabeth or Nathaniel Martin or their des-
cendents would be most appreciated. Taken from Land Survey
Reoordcs; Cumberland Co. Kentucky Deed Book F. page 60. Eliza
beth Martin, widow of Nathaniel Martin, dec'd., Samuel Martin,
John Martin, John Riley, John Mayes, }lenderson Bates, George
Martin and Ruth Martin, heirs of Nathaniel Martin of Franklin
Co., Alabama, to Thomas & Greenwood Alexander of Cumberland
Co., land on Marrowbone C^eek, December 30, I8I6.
Lorene Ford Scarbrough, PO Box 111, Manzanola, Colorado 8IO58
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QUERIES
PARKE, ANDERSON Would like to correspond with anyone on these
lines that were in around Metcalfe Co KY.
Christopher Parke, Star Route, Box 22, Edmonton, KY ^2129-
MCGINNIS, FISHER. COOK, TUDER, JONES McGinnis, Andrew and Anna
Fisher were married in Halifax Co VA 1782. One daughter Rebecca
was bom in VA 1808. They come to Barren Co after that. Rebecca
married Asa Cook 1826, Barren Co. William McGinnis and David
McGinnis were also in Barren Co, Were either or both sons of
Andrew and Anna? William was in Barren in 1850. Where was
DaVid at this time? He had several children. Absalom Tuder
married Polly Jones August 4, I836, Was Polly (Mary)^Jones the
daughter of James Jones and Susan ^^hite? sister of William
Jones and Patsy Kinslow?
Edna H. Rexroad, RR L Box 68, Bement, IL 6I8I3
ADWELL, CRUDGEINGTON Would like to contact anyone having infor
mation regarding the parents or descendants of Samuel Adwell,
bom in Tennessee ca 1797 and wife Anna Crudgeington bom ca
1802 in Tennessee. Their children were Elizabeth, Malinda,
William, and Mary. They were in Monroe Co., KY, ca 1825»
then in Barren Co., KY prior to I850. Will exchange information.
Betty Adwell Smith, Route 1, Box 127» Rockwood, TN 3785^
BLAOTQN I - RENNOW (RENO) Interested in all KY information on
Blantons, especially Colonel John Blanton of Shelby County,
I798-I808, Also seek any information re Millie Rennow, mother of
John, Thomas, and Maria Blanton.
Georgie Blanton Cooper, II89O Shady Crest Lane, La Habra, Ca
90631
BROWN. AUSTIN Seeking descendants of Henry and Alice Austin
Brown, who lived on Long Creek, Allen Co KY. Children - Adeline
(?) Brown Carpenter, William Henry Brown, Harrison Brown,
Oliver Brown, Roberson Brown, and William H, Brown.
Write Margaret Daniel - Box 757 - Truscott, TX 79260
EDWARDS I would like to hear from anyone working on the Capt.
Cader Edwards descendants who has run across the name: Seth
Edwards, 17 July I850 - 13 June I9IO, buried Piland Cemetery,
east of Springfield, MO.
Carl Locke, Route 1, Box 70, Brighton, MO 656I7
JONES Jacob, bom 30 November 1822, Barren_Countyj dxed_
14 Feb 1909, Cedar Co, MO; married-Rachel Wilbom, 28 Oct 1847,
Barren Co. Who are the parents and grandparents of Jacob, and
from where did they come?
James L. Doyle, 4000 East Highway 402, Loveland, GO 80537
RYDER. WELLS Seeking info on Thomas and Elizabeth Ryder who
were parents of Margaret Ryder who married William Smith, in
Cumberland Co, 15 Oct 1801. Also would like to correspond with
anyone researching the families of William Wells of around Barren
Co, who was a Revolutionary veteran and came from VA in the late
1700is and brother David who settled in Cumberland Co. v^ell s
Edwin^n! Wesley, 205 Fortune St., Columbia, KY 42728
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LAPSLEY- WOLFOI^ Seek parents of Julia Lapsley b ca I813 KY,
married James (L.orS.) Wolford b KY ca I809. Issue: Sarah b
ca 1832, John M., William Dudley, Albert J., Martha E., Mary
Ann, Elizabeth C. and others. Living in Russell Go KY in lo50.
Treva D. Wolford Walton, PO'Box 37* Homeland, CA 923^8
SCOTT/EMMITT/RHOTEN/DENNISON/SIMMONS Seek any info on parents
and siblings of Alex Camel Scott, bom around I823, Where? When
and where did he die? His third wife was Rebecca Emmitt.
Children, Mary A, bom I869-7I, married Lem Rhoten; Arena (Irene),
bom 1872, married William S. Dennison; Minnie, bom 1875* married
Brack Simmons; Alex Carriel Scott jr., bom 1878; Tilton Scott,
bom 1880. I would also like any information on his children
and their families.
Mrs, Linda Campbell, 1027 Orleans Ave., Keokuk, JA 52632
DENNISON/HUTCHINS/MOORE Seek info on William Sydney Dennison,
b 10 Jan 186^, Barren Co, KY. He married Arena (Irene) Emmitt
Scott on 18 July I89I, Barren Co., KY. In the I870 Barpn Co.
census William was living with the family of R.B. Hutchins.
Was this Hutchins family related to William? Was Williams|
parents Sidney and Mary Moore(Jane) Dennison? These families
lived in or aroimd Cave City, KY. I would like to correspond
with anyone having information regarding these families. All
letters answered.
Mrs. Linda Campbell, 1027 Orleans Ave., Keokuk, lA 52632
HARVEY, BALLARD, LAWRENCE. CHAMBERLIN, MOREHEAD, BISHOP, BUSHONG,
PACE. DAVIS Joseph Harvey b 1756 OrangeCo VA d 187^ Barren
Co KY, Married Lucy Ballard 1778 OrangeCo. She died I851 Monroe
Co, W.VA or KY? Where is he burled? Who is her parents? Their
children: Betsy married John Lawrence; John married Patsy
Chamberlinj James married Olive? ; Thomas married Nancy Lawrence;
Wilson; Martin married Elizabeth (Morehead?): William married
Polly?; Austin married Ann Bushongj Abner married Millie Pace;
Patsy married William Davis. Would Like to correspond with any
descendants.
Georganne Nidiffer Grabham, PO Box 595» Wichita, KS 672OI
WOLFORD-BARGER-WINFREY-SHARP Russell Co area. James (L.or S.)
Wolford b ca lb09 KY, D niel Boone Barger b 29 Oct. 1818 KY.
Thomas Jefferson Winfrey, Methodist Minister b ca 18^^-0 MO or KY.
Hugh A. Sharp b ca I815 N.H. (father b Scotland?) Would like^
to correspondence with anyone having info regarding these families.
Treva Walton, PO Box 37, Honeland, CA 923^8
WINFREY-SHARP Seek parents of Thomas Jefferson Winfrey b ca
l^kO MO or KY Methodist Minister married Mary Sharp b 9 Oct
1848, Mary's parents Hugh Sharp, Sarah F. Williams, Russell
and surrounding counties.
Treva D. Wolford Walton, PO Box 37* Homeland CA 923^8
•RROADY/BROADDY/BRODAY Thomas Broady bom ca I788, where? _
Married ca iSll to Mary Ann . Looking for place of marriage
and her family name. Looking for siblings of both Thomas and
Marv Ann
Mary G. (Broady) Hull, 5I8 Fulton St., Keokuk, XA 52632
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WADE. BUTTON, HUFFMAN. GARRISON. BELLAMY Seeks answers to the
following questions: Deborah Wade married Jordon Button 28
February 1833 in Barren Co, KY. Her father, James Wade gave
consent. Who was Deborah's mother, who were her siblings, who
were her grandparents?
Nancy Butto^ and Amstead Huffman were married 23 March 1805 in
Barren Co, Y. Who were their ancestors, their siblings, and
who are their descendants?
Amanda C, Button, daughter of Jordon and Deborah (Wade) Button
was born Barren Co, KY in 18^0, married Grandison Garrison.
Who were the parents and siblings of Grandison? Who are the des
cendants of Amanda and Grandison Garrison?
John Button, bom about 1785 (probably in VA), married Lucy
Huffman 1? Jan I805 in Barren Go, KY (with consent of his father,
Jacob Button). Who were the parents and siblings of Lucy? Who
are the descendants of John and LUcy?
Ambrose Huffman, age 86, was living with his son, Henry, in
Barren Co, KY at the time of the 184o census. Where were these
two born, who were their siblings, and who are their descendants?
Benjamin Bellamy, bom about 1778 in VA, was living in Barren
Co, KY in I850. His sons were William, Samuel, John E., and
George W. There were at least three daughters, who were they?
Who was his wife, who were his siblings, and who were his parents?
Ray H. Shaw., 17^10 Mpl Vly Hy Sp 75, Renton, WA 98058
BLAIR, HURST Alexander & Elizabeth (Breedi^) Blair of Adair
Co had 12 children. Known sons were Rev. William, George, Rev.
John and Alexander. Known daughters were Polly (Mrs. Sal) Coffee,
Sally (Mrs. J^nathon) Hurst, Rachel (Mrs. Sam Peak) and Levina
(Mrs. George) Breeding. Who were the other four? Where did the
Hursts go? Will exchange known information.
Mrs. Paul Roeder, Rt 2, Box 2^7» Afton, Iowa 50830
EMMITT/scotT Seeking descendants and information on the family
of Phillip S. and Annie M. Emmitt. Both bom in 1820*s.
Where? Phillip S. died before I870, where and when? Annie was
still living in I87O, when and where did she die? Children,
Rebecca Emmitt, bom 1846, Barren Co., KY. Married Alex Carriel
Scott. Lena Emmitt, bom 1852; Louisia Emmitt, bom 1855;
Phillip S. Emmitt Jr., born 1858; Joseph D. Emmitt, bom I860;
Luke Emmitt, bom 1866; Mary Emmitt, bom 1868. I would appreciate
any info someone would have on these Emmitt's. All letters answer
ed.
Mrs. Linda Campbell, 102? Orleans Ave., Keokuk, lA 52632
V/ILLIAMS, SHARP, WINFREY Seek parents of Sarah F. Williams
b ca 1828 KY., married 21 Dec 18^5 Hugh Sharp b ca I815 N.H.
Issue: Helen, Mary, Margaret, and others. Mary b 9 Oct 1848
Russell Co KY married January 1868, Thomas Jefferson Winfrey
b ca 1840.
Treva D. Wolford Walton, PO Box 37» Homeland, CA 923^8
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JONES-BARGER-WOLFORD Seek parents of Mary Ann Jones b 3 March
I8I9 KY married Daniel Boone Barger b 29 Oct 1818 KY. Issue:
Sarah Elizabeth, Martha J.i Mariah E,, and others. Lived in
Russell Co. l84o possibly earlier. Sarah Elizabeth Barger married
Dr. William Dudley Wolford b ca I838.
Treva D. Wolford Waltont PO Box 37> Homeland, CA 923^8
OLDHAM Tarpley Oldham, b Aug I765 VA; died 21 May 1837
in Barren Co KY (now Metcalfe Co., KY); married 1st to Polly
?, about 1789. Need Polly's maiden name and where this marriage
took place. Tarpley married 2nd to Amy or Annie Shocklye Ball,
widow of John Ball and is buried on Ball farm.
Mary G. (Broady) Hull, 518 Fulton St., Keokuk, lA 52632
MUNDAY, SPEAR Richard H. Munday b 2? Feb 1810 in VA, died 22
Dec 1875, Barren Co KY is buried on that farm. He married
Sarah Lawler b 31 May I8I9, Simpson Co, KY, died 21 Jan 1877»
Barren Co and buried on their farm. She was the daughter of
Samuel and Mary Neely Lawler, of Simpson Co., KY. Need marriage
date of Richard H. and Sarah Lawler Munday also any siblings
of Richard that may have come to KY with him.
Abraham Alexander Spear b ca 18^6 and occupation, teacher,
married 1st Elizabeth Jane Pile of TN, Jan 22, I86I. His^known
siblings are: Frank, b ca 18^0, occupation unknown; William M
b ca 1842, a farmer in Cumberland Co, KY; Thomas J, b ca 1855,
farmer in Cumberland Co KY; Benjamin C, b ca 1855» a Railroad
Engineer in TX; and at least one sister, Lucinda, wife of a
farmer Bud Davidson and lived in Glasgow Junction, KY in 1901»
Looking for the parents of these Spear family. Would like to
correspond with any descendants.
Mary G. (Broady) Hull, 518 Fulton St., Keokuk, lA 52632
GOFF/EDWARDS Does anyone have valid info on either Unity Rogers
Goff (the wife of Elijah Goff b 1784 Va d 1875 Green Co KY m
1804 Green Co) or Betsy Whitten Goff (the wife of William Goff
b 1765 d about 1825 Green/Hart Co KY m 1784 Amherst Co VA)????
Also although research convinces me that William Goff (above)
descended from the Bedford/Amherst Co VA Goffs his^exact parentage
is unproven. Cam anyone help. . . even a little bit? Believe
also that the John Goff of Barren Co KY about 1795 was Wms
brother or cousin. True or false?
Seeking contact with researchers working on the Edwards line of
Barren/Hart/Green Cos KY. Particularly those of the Alexander
Edwards (b I768 d I8I6 Barren Co) and Melissa Mildred Moore
union. Cyrus Edwards wrote several excellant books about this
Edwards line and their ancestors and this area, VA, to Baltimore
that are familiar to many. Capt Cader Edwards, father of Alexander,
was a consuming subject. Would like to contact interested parties
and share research. Related surnames Hardy, Goff, Burns, Ford,
Payton, Harrod, Bohannon, Waggoner, Locke, Craig, Black, Cram.
J.E.Remer, 3 East 70th St, K C, MO 64113
PORTER Seeking info on Daniel Porter who married Emaline Holder,
daughter of Edward Holder. Also need to know where Emaline Porter





Need family data for Lewis Davidson and wife, Mary "Mollie" E McMiller,
Store clerk in Glasgow in 1870 Fed Census# ^Barents and place of birth
and death unknown.
Need data on Henry Robinson and son, King David Robinson. Son bom in
Celina, Tenn in 1872 or 3, Father and son moved to Glasgow in 1870 or 80.
Earliest census report for son in 1900, Father not found.
Please contact David P Shaffner, 1168 Baltimore Drive, Atlanta, Ga 30329
CASSADY Seeking info on Peter Cassady "b ca 182? died ? where ?
married Nancy A, ? They were listed in I870 Census in Metcalfe
Co. They had a total of 13 children: Joel, I85O; Robert Emmett,
1852; Eugene, 1853; Elizabeth, 185^; Travis, 1855; Patrick
G., 1857; Peter W. (my great grandfather) 1859; Sarah E., 1863;
James W., 1865; Charley, 1868; Nancy J., I87O; Effy V., 1873
and London, I876. Would like to correspond with any descendents.
Susan Metzen, 5845 Hemlock Drive, Great Bend, Kansas 67530.
HAYS. HIX, HUFF, JENKINS, LEE, MCCOLGIN, HIESTAND (HESTAND)
$50.00 REWARD TO LST PERSON TO SEND DOCTJIVIENTED PROOF OF PARENTS
OF SAMUEL HUFF WHO MARRIED SARAH HIX (daughter of John) IN
VIRGINIA. They moved to Georgia in late 1770s early 80s. Then
to Cocke County, TN about 179^ and in 1799 they went on to old
Barren, Cumberland Counties in KY. Samuel may have been bom
about 1750 does anyone know when he died, Sarah also. Their
daughter, Rachael, was bom in VA 177^ and married John Lee ca
1798, probably in Cocke Co., TN, Children were Sarah, bom
Oct 17» 1799 and married 1st McColgin, 2nd Moore? 2- John Lee
bom June 10, 1800. John Lee Sr. died TN in 1800. Need places
of residence, children and death dates for Sarah Lee McColgin
Moore and John Lee Jr. Rachael Huff Lee married. . , ($50.00
reward to 1st person sending documented proof of parents
of)Samuel Hays about 1802 (Where). Samuel was militia officer
and land locator. Samuel and Rachael lived in KY then moved
to Alabama bout I805 then to TN about 1812, probably White Co.
They may have moved back to AL about I8I9 then on to IL 1826.
Can anyone tell me where they lived in TN and AL?
Andrew Jackson Jenkins born Feb 26, I838 in KY. His mothers
given name was Nancy and he had brothers David and John. The
family moved to IL about i860. Need parents, birthplace of
Andrew J. Jenkins. Need deathdate and place of Abraham Hiestand
(Hestand). He was member of Mill and Pleasant Run Churches
in Monroe Co., KY. Is there a family bible?
Have a lot of information on families except, McColgin, and will
be happy to share.
Barbara Hiestand Moore, Route 12, Box 378, New Braunfels, TX 78132
STEATON, STATQN, GENTRY Need any information about Sarah
(Sally) Steaton or Staton, wife of Shelton Gentry. Married
in Barren County, Ky., 1814. Postage returned. Dorothy Powers
Elliott, Rt. # 1 Box IA-19, Muscatine, lA 52761
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The Simpson County Historical Society voted at it's April
meeting to compile a biographical history book entitled
SIMPSON COUNTY KENTUCKY FAMILIES PAST AND PRESENT. Anyone who
has ever lived in Simpson County or has Simpson County
ancestors is encouraged to submit a biography for this most
impressive book. There is no charge for submitting your 500
word family history including a photo.
The book will pre-sell for $45.00. Biographies, photos,
and orders should be sent no later than September 15, 1988 to:
Simpson County Historical Society
Families Past and Present
633 Lake Spring Road
Franklin, KY 42134
For a free brochure and more information contact:
Margaret Snider, Publication Chairperson, 633 Lake Spring Rd.,
Franklin, KY 42134; Janet Head, Publicity Committee, 116 W.
Kentucky Ave., Franklin, KY 42134; or Sue Groves, 1936








SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY
Post Office Box 80, Glasgow, Kentucky 42141
BOOKS FOR SALE
BARREN COUNTY,KENTUCKY COURT ORDER BOOKS
Vol. 1 - 1799-1802 $ 7.50
Vol II - 1803-1805 7.50
Vol III- 1806 -April Court 1812 12.00
Vcl IV - May Court 1812-August 1818 12,00
BARREN COUNTY CEMETERY RECORDS
I Sold out
Vol II 16.00
MINUTES LITTLE BARREN CHURCH -
Formerly Trammel's Creek -
Metcalfe County, Ky 1815-1849 5.00
MINUTES LITTLE BARREN RIVER CHURCH OF UNITED
BAPTIST, Barren County, Ky( now
Metcalfe County 1841-1896) 5.00
BARREN COUNTY KENTUCKY WILL BOOK NO 1 12.50
BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS OF BARREN COUNTY,
KENTUCKY & surrounding areas 7.00
BARREN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, CEMETERY RECORDS
Vol I IC.OO
Vol II 10.00
MINUTES OF PLEASANT RUN CHURCH,
M(T'ARLANDS CREEK, MONROE COUNTY 5.00
LICK BRANCH CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
KiCORDS ( 1824-1870) 5.00
BARREN COUNTY VITAL STATISTICS, DEATHS
1852-1859 7.50
The above books were ccmpiled and published by Eva Coe Peden, we purchased
from her estate after her death.
THE BIOGRAPHY OF ELDER JACOB LOCKE
BY Elder James P Brooks 2.00
THEN AND NOW by Dr R H Grinstead 2.00
BARREN COUNTY HERITAGE: A PICTORIAL HISTORY
OF BARREN COUNTY, KENTUCKY 19.00
CALLAM HOmAN BAILEY, PLANTER, EARLY
SETTLER OF Barren County, Ky, ccmpiled
by Alice Morrey Bailey 15.00
BOOKS FOR SALE, CONTINUED
TIMES OF LONG AGO by Franklin Gorin $10.00
STORIES OF EARLY DAYS, AS TOLD BY
CYRUS EDWARDS by Florence E. Gardner 15.00
A HISTORICAL TRIP THROUGH BARREN COUNTY
by C. CLayton Simmons 32.50 Postpaid
ADD $2.00 POSTAGE FOR EACH BOOK UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
ATTENTION! RESEARCHER AVAILABLE!
Genealogical and Historical Research in Adair and Russell
Counties, Ky., and in the Kentucky Historical Society Library






ONLY A FEW COPIES LEFT of "BARREN COUNTY,"KENTUCKY, MARRIAGE
RECORDS, 1799-1S49 -THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS " by Martha P.
Reneau. This book is invaluable to anyone doing research in
Barren Co. Marriages are copied directly from the files at
the Barren County Court House. The book is alphabetically
arranged by the groom's surname, and a separate index is
included for the bride's name, and another index for anyone
else whose name appears on the document, such as witnesses,
persons giving consent, etc. Any information of interest to
the researcher was copied, often as it appeared on the original
Many of the original records have disappeared since the author
began this work. 373.pages, including 75 pages of two column
index. 8^ x 11, spiral bound. The price is $24.95 + $2.00
postage. Order from: Martha P. Reneau, 562 Beaver Valley,
Glasgow, Ky. 42141
WHEN YOU ARE TEMPORARILY AWAY, OR HAVE PERMANENTLY
MOVED, THE POST OFFICE WILL NOT FORWARD YOUR "TRACES" WITH
YOUR FIRST CLASS MAIL. It will come back to us marked
"POSTAGE DUE" with an extra charge for address correction.
Please inform us of any address change
Please type or print any change of address;
NAME
OLD ADDRESS
NEW or CORRECT MAILING ADDRESS
City State Zip
Date Submitted





Membership is open to anyone interested in the history of the
South Central Kentucky area, centering around Barren County,
Annual dues are $8.00.
TRACES, the society's quarterly publication ia received by
all members. It is published seasonally: Spring, Si^er,
Fall, and Winter. Members joining during the year will
receive the past issues of that year.
Contributions are earnestly solicited. Family genealogies,
marriage, Bible, wilj. and probate, cemetery, court and other
records are all acceptable. You will be listed as the con
tributor on all material you submit.
Queries are accepted only from members, without limit, and
will be published as space permits. Queries should be
limited to about fifty words each.
Books to be reviewed in "Traces" must be sent with information
as to the cost, including postage, and from whom the book
may be obtained. Books become the property of the society
library. Books should have some Kentucky interest. Rcvievs
will be published as space permits.
Exchange of ""TRACES" with other societies or publications
is acceptable and welcome.
Meetings are held monthly, except December, at the Mary Wood
Weldon Memorial Library, College Street, Glasgow, Ky. The
meetings, held on the fourth Thursday, begin at 7:00 P.M.
CST. Interesting and informative programs are planned
for each meeting and your supportive attendance is always
welcome.
Rark Issues of the publication are available. Our supplies of the
following issues are all gone: Vol 1, Nos 1-4 ( 1973) ;Vol 2, Nos l-4( 1974)
Vol 3, Nos 1 and 4, (1975);Vol 4 Nos 4 ( 1976); Vol 5 No 1 ( 1977);
Vol 6, No 2 { 1978); Vol 9 Nos 1-4 (1981); Vol 10, Nos 1 £< 2 ( 1982);
Vol 12, No 2 (1984). All others may be purchased as long as the supply
lasts at $2.00 each. Postage of eO^t each is required unless we mailed
quarterly.
Correspondence of any type that requires a reply should
always contain a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Address
all mailings to the society to: South Central Kenrucky
Historical and Genealogical Society, Inc., P. 0. Box 80,
Glasgow, Ky. 42141-0080.
NEITHER "TRACES" NOR THE EDITOR ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY FOR ^
OPINIONS OR ERRORS OF FACTS OR JUDGEMENT EXPRESSED BY THE
CONTRIBUTORS. ERRORS BROUGHT TO OUR ATTENTION WILL BE
CORRECTED AS SPACE PERMITS.
SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY
HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, INC-








ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED Non-Profit
Organization
THIRD CLASS MAIL
